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ABSTRACT
The emergence of the Covid19 virus has deeply affected the world for two years. There are no
government or effective means that can completely suppress its spread. On the other hand, we cannot
deny that the spreading map of the Covid-19 virus is not completely average. There are always regions
with fewer infections and deaths than others. In this paper, we will use different features to explore the
reasons. We selected the epidemic data from 2,352 counties in the United States and updated the latest
infection and death number in 2022. Meanwhile, we introduced 28 objective variables such as
temperature, longitude and latitude, diabetes Ratio, smoker proportion, etc. for statistical analysis. This is
a very meaningful research project, which can help health institutions to invest the right resources
according to different situations in different regions. Basic and graceful Linear Regression will be used in
our projects, telling us a lot of potential information. Besides, we use a series of machine learning
algorithms such as neural networks, decision trees, etc. to predict the results. SAS® 9.4 and SAS®
enterprise miner will be the main platforms for this project.

INTRODUCTION
In a few short years, many of the world's intrinsic rules were changed by the Covid-19 epidemic. As Laura
Spinney writes in her book Pale Rider: "Many countries created or adapted health departments in the
1920s", Covid-19 has also affected a lot of aspects of the world. As a statistic programmer group, we
don't have the opportunity and ability to study virus mutations or make vaccines like frontline scientists,
we still feel interested in any project related to Covid-19. This is not a complicated project, and we are all
using familiar statistic tools. Anyone can easily read and understand this paper. We will develop our ideas
step by step according to the flow chart.

DATA SET AND DATA CLEAN
We have selected the data we need from the resource from the paper ‘Dataset of COVID-19 outbreak
and potential predictive features in the USA’（hereinafter referred to as “DCOPPF” ）. This paper did not
process the data or hold an opinion but did collect a significant amount of features in the dataset, which
greatly reduced the workload of peers.
In ’DCOPPF’ paper, they collected 46 different variables that are closely related to Covid-19, and the
information covered the 3142 counties in the USA. However, after checking, we found that there were
several missing values in some of the factors we need. There are many ways of dealing with missing
values, such as replacing them with Arbitrary Values or using a multivariate approach. Since this is a
realistic project, so we decided that instead of using statistical methods to fill up for the missing value, we
should just discard the counties to keep the prediction result more convincing. But these are not what we
are going to do. This is a project-based on real data. Rather than simulating data to keep more sample
size, we should use the intact sample size available to make a more robust data analysis. So, our dataset
cover 2352 counties in the United States and 28 features from the original dataset. More, two important
variables in the original dataset, cumulative Covid-19 cases and cumulative Covid-19 deaths per state,
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have only been updated to June 2020. We have taken it upon ourselves to capture the up to Jan 22 2022
confirmed Covid-19 cases and death number in these 2352 counties, which also make our project more
timely.
The ’DCOPPF’ paper already gave a detailed description of each factor; we will briefly introduce those
features here.
·Target Variable
Unsurprisingly, the confirmed case and death number will be the target variable in our article. Discussions
and predictions based on these two variables will be presented throughout the article. In the 'DCOPPF
paper, these two variables confirmed new cases and deaths on a daily basis, which facilitates statistical
analysis by means of time series analysis. In this paper, we did not have in mind the use of time series
analysis; our aim was to establish the relationship between the confirmed case, and death number with
other objective factors. Therefore, we have used the cumulative total number of confirmed cases and
death number for each county as our target variables.
From these two variables, we proceeded to clean the dataset. Since different counties have different
populations, in Linear Regression, the confirmed case would be linearly dependent on the population of
this county. So we used the confirmed case number to divide by population, that is

𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟
𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

,

The Death Ratio was obtained in the same way. From our calculations, we will easily find that when the
Case Ratio is getting smaller, the epidemic is less severe in this area; In contrast, the Case Ratio is
getting larger, which indicates the epidemic is more severe.
The next step is to prepare for the machine learning process and the classification process. Since the
Case Ratio and the Death Ratio are both continuous variables, we expect two categorical variables based
on the Ratio if we need to perform classification prediction. The approach we take is to split them
according to the mean. A simple description of the data was made and, based on the results, two new
categories were introduced, the new Case Ratio and the new Death Ratio. They have only two values, 0
and 1. We will not use them for now until the classification process.
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Figure 1 . Distribution for Case Ratio
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Figure 2 . Distribution for Death Ratio
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Here’s a table for the dependent variables
·Demographic Variable

Description

Gender Percentage

Gender percentage

Population Density

We use population divide area for each county

Lcu Beds Ratio

Icu beds Ratio

Less High School Diploma

Education background

High School Diploma

Education background

Some College or Higher

Education background

Religious Congregation Ratio
Immigratnt Student Percentage

Total number of active members of a county’s religious congregations.
Immigrant students are those who enrolled in the fall of 2018 in any
institution in the county but reside in another state

·Temporal Variable

Description

Precipitation

Daily precipitation

Temperature

Average temperature each day

Social Distance

We take the mean of three variable, social distancing travel distance
grade, social distancing visitation grade and social distancing grade

Virus Pressure

Explain below

The virus pressure at county xi and day t, denoted by V (xi , t), is defined based on the number of COVID 19 cases in the neighboring counties:

V (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡) =

∑𝑥 ∈𝑁(𝑥 ) 𝐶(𝑥𝑘 ,𝑡)
𝑘
𝑖
|𝑁(𝑥𝑖 )|

,

where C(xk , t) denotes the number of COVID-19 cases in county xk at day t, and N(xi ) is the set of all
adjacent counties that share a border with county xi , excluding xi itself.
·Geographic Variable

Description

Latitude

Latitude information

Longitude

Longitude information

Airport Distance

Distance to the nearest international airport with average daily
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passenger load more than ten.
Passenger Load Ratio

Average daily passenger load of that nearest international airport
divided by the total population.

·Economic and Health
Variable
House Density

Description
House density information

Smoker Percentage

Smoker percentage of total population

Diabetes Percentage

Diabetes percentage of total population.

Political Party

The political party of the governor of each state (0 for Republican and 1
for Democratic)

Meat Plants

Number of meat processing plants

Median House Income

Median house income information

Insured Percentage
GDP

Percentage of health insured residents
Gross Domestic Product per capital

Each of these variables is described in detail in the 'DCOPPF paper and this article focuses on the use of
these data for data processing.

METHOD AND MODEL
Linear Regression
If we need to present the correlation between the target variable and independent variable in a most
understandable statistical way, Linear Regression is our first choice. We would like to fit a Linear
Regression model to use for those variables.

The assumptions of Linear Regression do not require that there cannot be multicollinearity between the
independent variables. We perform the multicollinearity diagnosis for reasons of model stability. The term
'instability' warrants a significant change in the model results when the variable is slightly changed. So it is
necessary to diagnose multicollinearity before processing a multiple Linear Regression.
proc reg data = Covid191 ;
fullmodel: model Case_Ratio = social_distancing_total_grade
recipitation
virus_pressure /*population_density*/
....../ vif;
run;

We use VIF for diagnostics, which stands for variance inflation factor. VIF is a measure of the increase in
variance caused by covariance, also known as variance inflation. When VIF > 10, it indicates that the
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variable may have a high Multilinearity with some other variables, which may cause the model to be
unstable. When a very high VIF value is found for some variable, we will use /* variable */ to remove the
factor. Once we have removed the variables High School_Diploma_Only, Population_Density, and
Ventilator_Capacity_Ratio, the VIF values for all variables are less than 10, which means we can proceed
to the next step of model selection.

Figure 3. Figure for VIF
The GLMSELECT procedure implements the selection of statistical models within the framework of a
general linear model. The approach includes not only extensions to GLM-type models, but also the
familiar procedure proc reg.
Here’s the result for GLMSELECT procedure for Case Ratio.
proc glmselect data=Covid191 plots=asePlot;
model case_Ratio =

social_distancing_total_grade

precipitation

temperature virus_pressure female_percent
/*population_density*/
....................
/ selection= stepwise (select=SL);
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Run;

Figure 4. Coefficients for Case Ratio model

Figure 5 P-value for Case Ratio model

Using a traditional stepwise select regression analysis, we get a model with a 25.96% R square Model.
We can see that the proportion of smokers, social distance grade, virus pressure, educational
background, proportion of hospital beds, proportion of ICUs, house prices, climate , and geographical
location all have an effect on the number of confirmed Covid-19 diagnoses.
The results are almost identical to our common sense Covid-19 spread, in that having a better social
distance, better access to health care, better personal life habits ,and a higher median house price can
suppress the increase in confirm number. University towns with large numbers of students, and relatively
hot counties, also increase the likelihood of Covid-19 spreading.
The results also remove the effects of political affiliation, GDP ,and diabetes rates on the number of
diagnoses.
Here’s the result for the GLMSELECT procedure for Death Ratio.
proc glmselect data=Covid191 plots=asePlot;
model death_Ratio =

social_distancing_total_grade
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precipitation

temperature virus_pressure female_percent
/*population_density*/
....................
/ selection= stepwise (select=SL);
run;

Figure 6. p-value for Death Ratio Model
Figure 7 Coefficients for Death Ratio Model
The results for the Death Ratio of 39.46% are roughly the same as the confirmed Ratio, higher insurance
percentage, a smaller percentage of smoking, and a smaller housing density would result in a decrease in
deaths. However, unlike the previous confirm Ratio model, precipitation, temperature, social distance,
geographic information even virus pressure does not have an effect on the increase in deaths.
Variable diabetes enters into our model, which does not enter into the model of confirming Ratio. This is
very much in line with common sense, as most Covid-19 patients die from complications. And diabetes is
undoubtedly the most common one of these.
PCA
PCA is one of the most common statistical methods and, in fact, we will present a practical method to
visualize our data. We will use the princomp procedure for principal component analysis and we will
obtain a dataset with eigenvectors, eigenvalues of the Correlation Matrix, and standardized and
unstandardized principal component scores. In other terms, we can understand this correlation matrix as
a compression of the original data set, which contains part of the information from the previous data.
proc princomp data = Covid191
Var

out = outcan ;

social_distancing_total_grade
temperature

precipitation

virus_pressure female_percent
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.................... ;
run;
Afterward, we will use a different color to control the categorical target variable new Case Ratio which
only contains values 0 and 1. We will use the first two eigenvectors, and use the score to draw a scatter
plot. This is a very effective way to see how different values vary based on the target variable vary. We
use this method before we do machine learning, and we can also have an expectation of the classification
rate.
proc sgplot data = outcan;
scatter x=prin1 y=prin2/ colorresponse = new_case_Ratio
markerattrs=(symbol=CircleFilled size=5) ;
keylegend / title="Storm Classification";
xaxis label="factor1 " values=(-6 to 6) ;
yaxis label="factor2" values=(-6 to 10) ;
title "PCA First two factor Scatter Plot for confirmed Ratio";
run;

Figure 8. PCA Factor for Case Ratio

Figure 9 PCA Factor for Death Ratio

In the above diagram, both factor1 and factor 2 are the scores of the original eigenvector, red represents
the new Case Ratio = 0, and blue represents the new Case Ratio = 1. From the left diagram, the red and
blue dots almost mix together, which is not a good signal for classification. Meanwhile, the blue and red
dots in the right plot have a distinctly different distribution.
Machine learning classification process
SAS® 9.4, known for its simplicity and accuracy, does not seem to give us more options when it comes to
doing machine learning. So when doing machine learning opeRations, we will use SAS ENTERPRISE
MINER, a newer platform of SAS®, to do so. Decision Tree, Random Forest, and Neural Network will be
applied for the machine learning analysis. In SAS Enterprise Miner, the data mining process is driven by a
process flow diagram.
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Figure 10 Flow Chart for SAS Enterprise Miner

Figure 11 Classification Error for Case Ratio model

Figure 12 Classification Error for Death Ratio model

We use the default setting to do the dataset partition process, and the Ratio between training, validation,
and testing will be 4:3:3. We can find that the test accuracy of the neural network, decision tree, and
random forest are 70.1%, 67.6% and 64.5% in confirm number model. Meanwhile, In the death number
model, the test accuracy of the neural network, decision tree, and random forest were 74.9%, 73.9%, and
73.2%. We can easily see that the neural network has an advantage over the other two algorithms on this
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dataset and that the accuracy of the DEATH model is higher than on the CONFIRMED number, which
was already expected when we did the PCA scatter plot.

CONCLUSION
We performed statistical calculations using different methods. First, we used Linear Regression. We use
the VIF method to avoid multicollinearity, the result of this is that we have to drop three variables, which
will greatly reduce the R square of the model, but will increase the reliability of the model. Next, we
performed two Linear Regression modeling for Case Ratio and Death Ratio using stepwise selection. The
significant results is obtained. The R square is 0.26 and F-statistic is 44.03 for Case Ratio Model,
meanwhile, the R square is 0.39 and F-statistic is 110.45 for Case Ratio Model. It can be easily found
that both the results of F-statistic and R square, the Death Ratio model is better than the Case Ratio
model. This result is also verified by the scatter plot of the PCA Figure 8 and Figure 9. We obtained
regression results that were consistent with common sense.
According to the results of the model, better social distance, higher temperatures, higher smoking rates,
including college towns with university students, and higher rates of uninsured people in certain area
would be more serious for the spread of Covid-19. At the same time, a higher proportion of smoking,
accompanied by a higher proportion of diabetes, would result in a higher proportion of deaths. Social
distance, temperature, and college students had no effect on Death Ratio.
Next, we used SAS Enterprise Miner for common sense machine learning. We used several methods of
machine learning and neural networks were the best of those.

Dataset download address: https://github.com/yzb0010/Pharmsug2022
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